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ABOUT THE PROJECT TEAM…
Names of people in your group, including past 
members:        

First work shop: Shanell Mason, Wakinyan Sandy, Drey 
Demas, Natalie Demas, Kelsey Chaske. 

Second workshop: Wakinyan Sandy, Natalie Demas.

Third workshop: Shanell Mason, Wakinyan Sandy, 
Duran Hi-eagle, Jasmine Hall, Garret Chaske. 

Fourth workshop: Wakinyan Sandy, Shanell Mason, 
Maddison Hotain, Carmen Hall, Barb Eastman.

Where are you from? 

Canupawakpa Dakota Nation

What is the population?

We have around 300 people who live on reserve.

Did you come up with a team name? Insert it here!



PROJECT GOALS
1-2 sentences: What did your group plan to do?

- we planned on having a one day work shop in our community complex.

Why did your group want to do that?

- we wanted to show our community the benefits of recycling/composting, We also 
wanted to show our community what we learned from our time in the 7 Generation 
Waste warriors .

What materials/ waste streams did you plan to target.

- We wanted to have 3-4 different presentations, we wanted Brian from lorras to 
come talk about what he does and how there company is helping with the recycling in 
the community.  We also wanted Cheyenne Ironman to come out to explain what she 
does, and how they made waste warriors come together. We wanted to do activities 
with the community like; Waste bingo, community clean up, door prizes. 



PROJECT SUMMARY
What did your group do? What were you able to accomplish? (bullet 
points)

• After the loss of our community complex, we had to think of things to do 
outside, due to the education building only able to host 15 comfortable. 

• we decided that we would have a community clean up. 

• We used our education building to have our speakers come talk to the 
community members that attended, and we also served lunch.

•We had door prize draws for everyone who participated in the community 
clean up.

• We’re also having a presentation to the grade 5-8 classes at our local 
junior high in, Virden Manitoba. On February. 18th 2020.

•5 % of our money we were given was used for our first project.



PROJECT SUMMARY. 2
What materials/ waste streams did you focus on for your project? Why?

We mainly wanted to bring out people who were partnered with Canupawakpa, we decided 
that we would invite, Brian Waynart from loraas, he came and talked about the loraas
recycling big bins that they have located in the community in three locations, we also had 
Cheyenne Ironman come and speak about cier and how they got waste warriors started.  

How did you do that (what were your steps?) sentences or bullet points+

Will we had a group meeting, and discussed what we would do with the community complex 
gone. We knew it had to be outside with the education building  only able to host around 15 
people comfortable with chairs and tables, we then decided that a community clean up would 
be best for a community get together. It was important to us that the people In the community 
felt comfort after losing the complex , we had door prizes and lunch prepared for everyone 
who attended and gave a hand to help clean the community. Discussing the date was 
probably the most difficult thing to do because we had to think of when everyone would be at 
around, we then decided that, September.19th would be the date to have the event. Planning 
the amount of; garbage bags, recycling bags, gloves and food to get for everyone. We then 
asked the lands manager in, Canupawakpa what would be a good estimate of how much 
supplies we should get. He helped us out a lot with planning the community clean. The 
Prestation for the grade 5-8 was planned to show them what we learned, and we planned to 
make things out of recycled products with them. 



PICTURES FROM THE PROJECT

Brian Waynart, Loraas 
disposal, talking to the 
community.

Using Brendan Eastman’s 
truck to lift the heavy objects 

Elder Mervin Demas speaking 



OPPORTUNITIES
Did you accomplish everything you hoped to as a group? If not, why?

Our group got switched around a lot with people in the group having to go 
back to school or work, The two youth in the group precipitated in every 
workshop and helped the new members that came. Other then that everything 
we hoped to see in the community is making a better change with our recycling 
bins being full most of the time.

What were the easiest steps/ tasks you did?

• We think when the community clean started coming together, we had posters 
up at the band office, DOCFS office, and the community health centre. We 
had people come to us, and tell us they would be coming, We think that 
getting the event out to everyone was the most simplest step for all of us.

Who was involved in DELIVERING your project (ex. PRO’s, people in your 
community, band departments, businesses, organizations, Elders, teachers, etc.)

We asked, Brendan Eastman to help shop and pick up supplies. He also 
helped us get in contact with Brian Waynart from loraas to come out and 
speak to the community.





CHALLENGES

Were there any challenges? If so what were they?

The most challenging part of the project was making sure we got the right amount of 
supplies and keeping count of the receipts, and how much we were spending, it was 
hard for all of us to get together on regular basis to discuss ideas and plans.

(if possible), how can you advise others to avoid or minimize the same sort of 
challenges?

Planning an agenda before hand to have prepared dates for the future would help 
us on having a set date for each get together. 



IMPACTS
• When we had the community clean we had 21  community members show up and participate in the event, we are 
also having the presentation on, Febuaray.18th to the grade 5-8 with a estimate attendance of 25-30 students. 

•we loaded around 6-7 hay bails from the powwow grounds to the drop off spot for hay bails where they will get 
disposed of properly 

Who was IMPACTED by your project (ex. If you do a presentation –how many people were there, if your project 
is something long term – who do you hope it will impact over time?) (sentences please)

It was a healing activity to do with the community after losing the complex, everyone was in shock because we did 
everything there, After seeing everyone smiling, laughing and talking to each other, we all knew that there was a bit 
of comfort from it because even though we don’t have a complex right now, it wont stop us from all getting together to 
have an activity planned out. When we go to present to the grade 5-8 classes we think that it will get them thinking 
about joining groups like this later in the future. 

How do you think your project will live on in your community past the Waste Warriors project?

After learning how much help our earth really needs , we all have a different mindset towards where we put our 
waste and recycling. We also have the knowledge to inform other people what we learned from being in the waste 
warriors.



EACH GROUP MEMBER MUST ANSWER IN 
THEIR OWN WORDS:

Please include a picture of your group member in action (there’s pictures on the Waste 
Warriors facebook page too that you can borrow from)

Each group member also must answer in their own words:

What did you learn from being in the Seventh Generation Waste Warriors program?

Has it made an impact in your life, if so how?

What was your favorite presentation?

What was your favorite memory – during the workshop and after in the evenings?

What was the biggest challenge being in this program?

Do you think being a “Waste Warrior” will change anything for you in the future – for 
example, your habits, behaviour, future goals, etc. 

And feel free to add anything else you want to say!



MADDIE HOTAIN
I haven’t been in the waste warrior program for very long but what I have learned that things like aerosol, 
toilet bowl cleaner needs to be recycled a certain way! Did you know that? I didn’t. so pretty much anything 
can be recycled but it has to be recycled properly

Waste warriors impacted my life because I know things that I didn’t know about recycling, but now I know how 
to properly recycle and I can reuse things like coffee cans to make things like planting pots.

Throughout the waste warriors gatherings my favourite presentation was the continuing community leadership 
but I got to learn the characteristics of a good leader.

My favourite memory is the energizer and just being able to laugh and work together with the other members.

My biggest challenge? Since I wasn’t in waste warrior from the beginning I had a hard time catching up and 
learning all the information in a short period of time. Where they had a full year to process the information. 

In the future or starting now I know my habits have definitely change because honestly I didn’t recycle and 
when I was recycling I was doing it wrong but now I want to recycle and now know how to properly recycle. 
Knowing how to recycle makes me happy and feel good knowing I’m slowly saving the earth little by little. In 
the future goal is to have beautiful clean earth that my future children and grandchildren can experience as 
well. 



WAKINYAN SANDY 

I learned a lot from being apart of this program, I never knew recycling could make 
a big difference and how good it is for mother nature

Yes it has made an impact on my life, cause I recycle a lot more and care about the 
environment more and disliked seeing plastic on the ground

My favorite memory would probably have to be in jack head. Its so beautiful up there 
I really enjoyed being around the trees, mother nature, the animal and just socializing 

The biggest challenge was probably talking in front of the camera 

Yeah cause I was thinking of getting on the pipeline after high school, being in this 
workshop made me have different mindset towards mother nature  



CARMEN HALL

What did you learn from being in the Seventh Generation Waste Warriors program?

I learned that everything we use can almost be reused and recycled. 

Has it made an impact in your life, if so how?

Yes it made a major impact on my life. I’m more aware of the things I buy and I recycled more. I’m more aware of how things can affect our earth when we don’t recycle. 

What was your favorite presentation?

My favorite presentation was the ReGen. I was so amazed of how they can break down all the plastic and make it into something useful. 

What was your favorite memory – during the workshop and after in the evenings?

I like the presentations that were presented in Lake Manitoba. And also the ice breakers because those are the times when everyone gets involved and comfortable with each other..my
favorite memory in the evening was when we sat in the hot tub outside in -40 weather and watched the sunset..it was beautiful.

What was the biggest challenge being in this program?

Do you think being a “Waste Warrior” will change anything for you in the future – for example, your habits, behaviour, future goals, etc. 

And feel free to add anything else you want to say



SHANELL MASON

Being in waste warriors, it taught me not to be shy to speak in front of people because the people you are speaking to are here to listen to you, and in a way 
it made me feel better about speaking to a crowd, I also learned valuable life skills for the future. 

It impacted my life because even though it was based on how to better our planet we got to meet some really nice people and I also got to hear there 
stories, and how they do there job to take care of the earth. It just gave me a whole different vison of how I see the world, I didn’t realize before how much 
love the world needed and realizing the information I learned throughout this workshop then maybe I can let people see how much help our world needs.

My favorite presentation is a hard one because I really enjoyed listening to (comic book lady), talk because I related to what she was saying. She was shy just 
like me but she said something about your voice being one of the strongest things you have, it made me think differently.  If your happy and not trying to hide 
then people will listen to what you have to say,  it made me think of how you have to think positively about yourself. I also enjoyed when Charles came out to 
speak in lake Manitoba, he brought many wise words to the group.

I really enjoyed getting to sleep in a tipi this summer in, Sioux valley Dakota Nation.  I like how they taught us to put up the tipis and take them and how you 
keep it warm during the night, most people my age don’t get to experience things like that, so it was something I would always remember.

Getting the group to stay as one, but even with everyone coming new each time, it wasn’t hard getting them caught up of what we did in the past.

I want to move forward with learning about how to re-use and how people re-use products for further use of the item. I am more comfortable talking in front 
of large crowds now then before and I have an idea of how to get a prestation together 

I would like to thank, Brendan Eastman for helping me out when I needed it, and making sure I had everything done and thank you to cier for giving me this 
opportunity  



NEXT STEPS

Here everyone in your group must come up with a recommendation to Chief and 
Council in your community to take action!

Think about everything you learned in waste warriors – what are some of the 
changes you will make going forward from this and what do you hope to do to keep 
taking action?



THANK YOU

Feel free to add any extra pictures

Include a thank you to everyone involved in your project, our funder Indigenous 
Services Canada (ISC)

Any last comments?
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